
 
  
LOT 173 FROM BALLINCURRIG HOUSE STUD  173

  

 
  

Shirocco (GER) 
  Monsun   Konigsstuhl 

Mosella 
BAY GELDING 
(IRE) 
April 29th, 2015 
(First Produce) 

So Sedulous   The Minstrel 
Sedulous 

Dushyantor's 
Wager (IRE) 
(2007) 

  Dushyantor   Sadler's Wells 
Slightly Dangerous 

 
Asidewager   Brush Aside 

Lucky Wager 
E.B.F. Nominated. 

This gelding is unbroken. Sold with Veterinary Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale). 
  
1st dam 
DUSHYANTOR'S WAGER (IRE): unraced; Above is her first foal. 
  
2nd dam 
ASIDEWAGER (IRE): unraced; dam of 3 winners from 7 runners and 9 foals; 

Jack The Gent (IRE): 5 wins, £31,441: winner over hurdles and placed 3 times and 4 
wins over fences and placed 10 times; also placed 3 times in N.H. Flat Races 

Glen Harley (IRE): 3 wins, £19,964: winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed twice 
and 2 wins over fences and £16,582 and placed twice; also winner of a point-to-
point at 5 years and placed once, broodmare. 

Neighbours Wager (IRE): winner over fences at 6 years and £10,151 and placed 3 
times; also winner of a point-to-point at 5 years and placed twice; dam of: 
Big Windmill (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; also placed once 

over hurdles at 5 years, 2016 and placed once over fences at 6 years, 2017; 
also winner of a point-to-point at 4 years. 

  
3rd dam 
LUCKY WAGER: unraced; dam of a winner from 4 runners and 9 foals; 

Lucky Dante (IRE): winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 6 years and placed once; also placed 
5 times over hurdles; dam of a winner: 

Shining Dante (IRE): unraced; dam of a winner: 
Threequarter Moon (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 6 years; also 5 wins 

over hurdles and £42,605 and placed 9 times and placed once over fences. 
  
4th dam 
QUEEN'S WAGER: unraced; dam of 3 winners from 7 runners and 12 foals inc.: 

Carl's Wager: 9 wins, £13,661: winner over hurdles at 6 years and 8 wins over 
fences and £12,495; also winner of a point-to-point. 

Gales Wager: winner over fences; also 2 wins in point-to-points; dam of a winner: 
Lady's Wager: unraced; dam of 3 winners inc.: 

Fairwood Present (IRE): 8 wins, £59,754: winner at 5 years and placed 4 
times; also 2 wins in N.H. Flat Races at 4 years and placed once; also 3 wins 
over hurdles and placed 7 times inc. 3rd Rathbarry/Glenview Festival Nov. 
Hurdle, Fairyhouse, Gr.2 and 2 wins over fences and placed 10 times. 

Annie's Alkali: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; dam of Brotenstown 
(IRE): 3 wins, £38,858: 2 wins over hurdles at 6 years and £17,178 and 
placed 3 times and winner over fences and £21,680 and placed 4 times inc. 
2nd IrishStall.Farms EBF Lombardstown Chase, Cork, L.; grandam of 
Resolute Bay (IRE): 3 wins over hurdles at 5 years and £30,209 and 
placed 6 times inc. 2nd Greenmount Park Novice Hurdle, Limerick, Gr.3 and 
placed once over fences at 6 years; also winner of a point-to-point at 4 years. 

Kittygale (IRE): ran once in a N.H. Flat Race and ran a few times over hurdles and 
ran once over fences; dam of Katnap (FR): 2 wins over fences, 2017 and 
£52,869 and placed 8 times inc. 2nd Topham H. Chase, Aintree, Gr.3 and 3rd 
Irish Stallion Farms EBF Nov. H. Chase, Navan, Gr.3 and placed 3 times over 
jumps at 4 years in France and £35,384, Snooze (FR): 2 wins, £38,566: 
winner over fences and placed 4 times inc. 2nd Greenmount Park Novice 
Chase, Limerick, Gr.2 and winner over jumps in France and placed 3 times. 

STABLED IN BARN F BOX 232 

 


